Extensive work in humans using magneto-and electroencephalography strongly suggests that decreased oscillatory α-activity (8-14 Hz) facilitates processing in a given region, whereas increased α-activity serves to actively suppress irrelevant or interfering processing. However, little work has been done to understand how α-activity is linked to neuronal firing. Here, we simultaneously recorded local field potentials and spikes from somatosensory, premotor, and motor regions while a trained monkey performed a vibrotactile discrimination task. In the local field potentials we observed strong activity in the α-band, which decreased in the sensorimotor regions during the discrimination task. This α-power decrease predicted better discrimination performance. Furthermore, the α-oscillations demonstrated a rhythmic relation with the spiking, such that firing was highest at the trough of the α-cycle. Firing rates increased with a decrease in α-power. These findings suggest that α-oscillations exercise a strong inhibitory influence on both spike timing and firing rate. Thus, the pulsed inhibition by α-oscillations plays an important functional role in the extended sensorimotor system. T he prominent posterior α-rhythm (8-14 Hz) was first described by Hans Berger (1) and long considered to reflect cortical idling (2, 3). To a large extent, the α-rhythm has been ignored by animal neurophysiologists (but see ref. 4) and considered to be of little functional relevance. Thus, it remains largely unknown how ongoing α-oscillations relate to neuronal firing.
Extensive work in humans using magneto-and electroencephalography strongly suggests that decreased oscillatory α-activity (8-14 Hz) facilitates processing in a given region, whereas increased α-activity serves to actively suppress irrelevant or interfering processing. However, little work has been done to understand how α-activity is linked to neuronal firing. Here, we simultaneously recorded local field potentials and spikes from somatosensory, premotor, and motor regions while a trained monkey performed a vibrotactile discrimination task. In the local field potentials we observed strong activity in the α-band, which decreased in the sensorimotor regions during the discrimination task. This α-power decrease predicted better discrimination performance. Furthermore, the α-oscillations demonstrated a rhythmic relation with the spiking, such that firing was highest at the trough of the α-cycle. Firing rates increased with a decrease in α-power. These findings suggest that α-oscillations exercise a strong inhibitory influence on both spike timing and firing rate. Thus, the pulsed inhibition by α-oscillations plays an important functional role in the extended sensorimotor system. T he prominent posterior α-rhythm (8-14 Hz) was first described by Hans Berger (1) and long considered to reflect cortical idling (2, 3) . To a large extent, the α-rhythm has been ignored by animal neurophysiologists (but see ref. 4 ) and considered to be of little functional relevance. Thus, it remains largely unknown how ongoing α-oscillations relate to neuronal firing.
In contrast to the idling hypothesis, converging electrophysiological evidence in humans suggests that α-oscillations play an important functional role in cognitive processing (5) (6) (7) . In particular, α-activity might serve to shape the state of sensory brain regions to direct the flow of information and optimize performance (8) . In support of this idea, several studies on visual perception have shown that anticipatory α-activity reflects the orienting of attention (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) and influences detection performance (15) (16) (17) . Recently, it was shown that the functionality of α-oscillations can be generalized to the somatosensory system (18) (19) (20) (21) . Furthermore, α-activity has been implicated in visual (22) (23) (24) (25) , auditory (26) , and somatosensory working-memory performance (27) .
These studies strongly suggest that decreased α-activity facilitates processing in task-relevant brain regions, whereas increased α-activity functions to suppress distracting input in task-irrelevant regions. However, given the strong oscillatory nature of the α-activity, it is less clear how it influences processing in a phasic manner. It has been suggested that α-oscillations serve to depress processing every ∼100 ms by a mechanism of pulsed inhibition (5, (28) (29) (30) . In support of this notion, it has recently been demonstrated that perception is modulated by the prestimulus phase of the α-rhythm (31, 32) . Likewise, it was recently shown that the magnitude of the blood-oxygen level-dependent signal in response to a visual stimulus is dependent on the α-phase at stimulus onset (33) . The key to understanding the phasic role of α-activity is to relate neuronal firing to both the phase and the magnitude of α-oscillations. Only recently this has become a topic of investigation in intracranial monkey studies focusing on visual areas (34) (35) (36) (37) . The main issues to be uncovered are the following: (i) Does α-activity exercise an inhibitory or excitatory influence on local neuronal spiking? (ii) Do α-oscillations modulate firing in a phasic manner? (iii) Does the α-modulation on spikes have behavioral consequences? and (iv) Does α-activity play a (similar) functional role beyond the sensory system?
To address these questions, we recorded neuronal activity simultaneously across somatosensory, premotor, and motor cortices in a behaving monkey (38) . Both spikes and local field potentials (LFPs) were acquired while the monkey performed a vibrotactile discrimination task (39) . Previous studies on this perceptual decision-making paradigm have extensively reported on the role of spikes in relation to various task components (40) (41) (42) . It is clear that spikes carry the representational code and are responsible for neuronal computations (42) . In addition, strong oscillatory activity is present in the LFPs, which reflects synchronized population activity. Thus, these data allowed us to uncover the interaction between oscillatory activity and neuronal spiking and to relate it to the task used here.
Results
We simultaneously recorded LFPs and spikes from primary somatosensory cortex (S1), secondary somatosensory cortex (S2), dorsal premotor cortex (DPC), medial premotor cortex (MPC), and primary motor cortex (M1) while a monkey performed a vibrotactile discrimination task (38) (Fig. 1) . Here, we explored the role of oscillatory activity in the α-band (8-14 Hz) and its relation to task performance and neuronal processing. (For discussion of oscillations in other frequency bands involved in this paradigm, see ref. 43.) α-Decrease During Somatosensory Discrimination. First, we calculated the power spectra of the LFPs for the baseline, retention, and decision intervals ( Fig. 2A) . For comparison reasons, the spectra were normalized with average power (2-36 Hz). Both correct and incorrect response trials were included in this analysis. The spectra revealed that α-power was dominant in all of the recorded regions during the baseline interval. The α-power was reduced during the execution of the task, but not abolished.
To study the temporal development of the α-activity, we calculated the (relative) baseline-corrected time-frequency representations (TFRs) of power (Fig. 2B) . Generally, α-power decreased in response to the task compared with baseline. In the somatosensory regions, the main modulation was during stimulus presentation, whereas in the premotor and motor regions an α-decrease could be observed throughout the task. The decrease was strongest during the decision-delay period. A cluster-based randomization test comparing the task-related activity (t = 0-7 s) with the baseline activity (t = −1 − −0.5 s) confirmed that the α-band decreases were statistically significant (cluster-corrected P < 0.05). In short, the LFP signals in all of the measured regions were dominated by band-limited power in the α-band that decreased with task demands.
α-Decrease Influences Performance. To assess the influence of the LFP α-power modulation on the monkey's performance, we compared the TFRs of trials with correct vs. incorrect responses (Fig. 3) . To normalize the sessions, we applied a relative baseline correction to the time-frequency spectra. In S1, MPC-left, and M1, the α-power decrease during the decision period was stronger for correct than for incorrect trials (cluster-corrected P < 0.001). In MPC-left and M1, we also identified a difference in the β-band, but it was not as sustained as the effect in the α-band. No significant effects were identified in the other regions.
To further investigate the relationship between the α-decrease and performance, we sorted the single trials according to α-power in the decision-time window (t = 4-7 s). Trials were divided in five equal-sized bins, separately for each region, on the basis of α-power. Then we computed the average performance (discrimination rate) for the trials within each α-power bin. This measure has the following advantages over the correct vs. incorrect TFR approach: (i) it is more sensitive as α-power is averaged over the 3-s decision window; (ii) no baseline correction is required, so effects being introduced due to baseline differences can be ruled out; and (iii) trial numbers are equal for all bins, thus precluding unequal sample sizes. We found a significant relation between α-power and performance for S1, S2, DPC, MPC-left, and M1: the discrimination rate decreased systematically with increasing α-power (Fig. 4A, Fig. S1A , and Table S1 ). In MPC-right, α-power and discrimination rate did not correlate. This confirms the findings in Fig. 3 : lower α-power during the decision delay resulted in better performance.
α-Power Correlates with Spike-Firing Rate. Next, we computed the average spike-firing rate during the decision delay for the trials within each of the α-power bins. For S2, MPC-left, MPC-right, and M1, lower α-power was associated with higher firing rates, whereas for S1 firing rate was the lowest for medium α-bins and increased for high α-bins (Fig. 4B, Fig. S1B , and Table S1 ).
α-Phase Predicts Spiking. According to the pulsed-inhibition hypothesis, neuronal processing is not only affected by α-power, but also limited to certain parts of the α-cycle. To assess how α-phase relates to spike activity, we divided the α-cycle in six bins (on the basis of the phase) and computed the relative firing rate within each phase bin (Fig. 5) . Here, we show that during the downgoing phase and trough of the α-cycle, the spike-firing rate was high, whereas it was low during the peak of the α-cycle (one-way ANOVA, all regions combined: F (5,3348) = 292.650, P < 0.001; post hoc tests showed that all bins differed significantly from each other). As the patterns were virtually similar for the different regions, we here combined all recording sites; further testing confirmed these results per region ( Fig. S2 ) (one-way The mechanical probe is lowered, indenting the glabrous skin of one digit of the restrained hand (PD); the monkey places its free hand on an immovable key (KD); the probe oscillates vertically at the base frequency (f1); after a fixed delay (3 s), a second mechanical vibration is delivered at the comparison frequency (f2); and, after another fixed delay (3 s) between the end of f2 and probe up (PU), the monkey releases the key (KU) and presses either a lateral or medial push button (PB) to indicate whether the comparison frequency (f2) was higher or lower than the base (f1). (B) Overview of recording sites. During each recording session, up to seven electrodes were individually placed in each of the five cortical regions: primary somatosensory cortex (S1), secondary somatosensory cortex (S2), dorsal premotor cortex (DPC), medial premotor cortex (MPC), and primary motor cortex (M1). Both spikes and LFPs were obtained simultaneously through the same microelectrode. Fig. 2 . α-Power decrease during the somatosensory discrimination task. (A) LFP power spectra for the baseline (t = −1 to 0 s; red), retention (t = 0.5-3.5 s; blue), and decision-delay (t = 4-7 s; green) windows. Spectra were normalized with the average power in the spectrum (2-36 Hz) and show a clear peak in the α-band (8-14 Hz) in all regions, which is most pronounced during the baseline period. S1, S2, DPC, and MPC-left were recorded contralaterally to the stimulated hand; MPC-right and M1 were recorded contralaterally to the response hand. (B) Time-frequency representations showing decrease of power in the α-band during the discrimination task compared with baseline activity. Task components include the presentation of first stimulus (f1, t = 0-0.5 s), retention period (t = 0.5-3.5 s), presentation of second stimulus (f2, t = 3.5-4 s), and decision period (t = 4-7 s) followed by the delayed motor response. α-Band (8-14 Hz) decreases during the task (t = 0-7 s)-as marked by the dashed window-were significant in each of the regions, as shown by cluster-based randomization statistics vs. baseline activity [P < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisions (Methods)].
ANOVA per region, all P < 0.001). Thus, spike-firing rate seems to be modulated by the phase of α-oscillations. The strongest firing is observed during the trough of the α-oscillations measured in the LFPs.
Spike-Field Coherence. To further study the interaction between the α-oscillations and neuronal processing, we computed coherence between the spikes and LFPs [i.e., spike-field coherence (SFC)] within each region (Fig. 6 ). SFC captures both amplitude and phase effects. We observed strong sustained SFC limited to the α-band; in the motor areas, it included the β-band as well. In most regions, the SFC in the α-band was highest during baseline and the retention period (especially in premotor and motor regions) and dropped during stimulus presentation and the decision-delay period. The SFC patterns resembled the LFP power effects. The sensory regions differed from the (pre)motor regions in that S1 showed a strong evoked response reflecting the stimulus frequency (range 10-34 Hz), which is hard to dissociate from any ongoing (α) SFC, and in S2 there was an additional transient increase of (α/β) SFC right after the stimulus presentation.
To statistically test the SFC effects, we computed SFC with the same data but with the trials shuffled between spikes and LFP recordings (i.e., to destroy existing temporal structure between spikes and LFPs within a trial). A cluster-based randomization test comparing the observed SFC with the shuffled SFC estimate confirmed statistical significance of the reported effects (clustercorrected P < 0.001). The general picture emerging is that neural firing is locked to the phase of the ongoing α-activity. This locking is particularly strong when α-activity is high.
Next, we calculated the average firing rate over time (see traces plotted on top of the SFC in Fig. 6 ). We observed that in most regions the firing rate increased from the baseline to the retention interval and then during the decision-interval periods. High firing rate was accompanied by lower SFC; this effect was particularly apparent in MPC and M1. This is in line with the hypothesis that the α-rhythm reflects a mechanism of functional disengagement: when α is high, processing (here reflected by firing rate) is inhibited, whereas an α-decrease enables processing and facilitates performance.
Discussion
In the current study we explored the functional role of oscillatory α-band activity in a somatosensory discrimination task and the interaction between α-oscillations and spikes. The LFPs in somatosensory, premotor, and motor regions were dominated by oscillations in the α-band. Furthermore, the neuronal spiking was locked to the trough of the ongoing α-oscillations. We observed a general α-power decrease during the somatosensory discrimination task. This effect was visible in the spike-field coherence as For each recording site, α-cycles were extracted from the data (retention and decision-delay periods) and divided into six phase bins. For each bin, the normalized firing rate was computed (relative to the average firing rate during that particular cycle). Firing rate was highest at the α-trough and lowest at the α-peak (P < 0.001). Here we show the combined grand average over all sites; similar patterns were observed in each of the individual regions (Fig. S2) .
well. The decrease was most prominent during stimulus presentation and, in premotor and motor regions, during the decision delay. The systematic decrease in α-power and spike-field coherence was less pronounced in the sensory regions. Importantly, the α-power decrease was associated with better task performance and increased spike activity. These findings support the idea that the α-rhythm reflects a local mechanism in which neuronal firing is inhibited in a rhythmic manner: the stronger the α-activity, the stronger the inhibition. In this view, when α-activity is (too) high in task-relevant areas, processing capabilities are reduced, resulting in diminished performance.
Functional Role of α-Activity Extends Beyond Sensory Regions. We found that decreases in α-activity during the decision period correlated with task performance in S1, S2, DPC, MPC-left, and M1. The current findings are consistent with previous work showing that somatosensory α-activity influences discrimination performance (18, 27) and with the visuospatial attention literature linking α-activity to detection performance (15) (16) (17) . These previous findings have resulted in the notion that α-activity is involved in sensory gating. Importantly, we show here that α-activity in premotor and motor regions influences performance in a similar way as in sensory regions. This shows that oscillatory α-activity does not only play an important functional role in sensory regions, but also is intimately involved in neuronal processing in the extended motor system. Case for Pulsed Inhibition by Oscillatory α-Activity. From previous studies using a task similar to the one used here, it is clear that spikes carry the representational code and are responsible for neuronal computations (40) (41) (42) . Here, we provide insight into how this spiking interacts with ongoing oscillations. We demonstrated that spikes and α-oscillations were phase-synchronized, especially in motor and premotor regions during the baseline and retention interval when α-power was strong and the firing rate was low. Furthermore, we showed that decreasing α-power was associated with an increase in firing rate. In particular, spiking was more likely to occur at the trough than at the peak of the α-cycle. These findings are consistent with the pulsed-inhibition hypothesis (5, 28, 29) , which states that the α-oscillations are a consequence of bouts of inhibition that prevent firing and thus reduce neuronal processing.
In this view, α-oscillations modulate neuronal processing in a phasic manner (44) , with direct implications for subsequent performance. The stronger the α-power, the stronger the functional inhibition that then reduces the spike activity. It is important to note that, in this framework, the α-oscillations inhibit firing in each cycle but do not necessarily induce rhythmic spiking of individual neurons at the α-frequency. Spikes reflect neuronal processing and hence are informative on task aspects such as stimulus coding and comparison (40) (41) (42) . Oscillations serve to either facilitate or inhibit processing by modulating the timing of spike firing. Because α-oscillations reflect the state of the system, they predict the overall performance, whereas spikes reveal the contribution of single cells to various task aspects.
To this date, only a few intracranial studies have looked specifically into how the α-rhythm relates to spiking and performance (34) (35) (36) (37) . Recent work using an intermodal attention paradigm where monkeys had to selectively attend to either a visual or an auditory stimulus has reported that increased α-activity in V2 and V4 resulted in faster auditory stimulus detection (36) , and a decrease of α-activity in V1 was associated with visual attention (34) . Furthermore, in V1, V2, and V4, coherence between α-band oscillations and (multiunit) spikes that decreased with visual attention was demonstrated (34, 37) . These findings are in line with our current findings and the inhibition hypothesis.
However, in the inferotemporal cortex (IT), which is involved in visual processing, decreased α-activity leads to faster auditory detection (36) . Furthermore, prestimulus α-activity in IT increased with visual attention and was associated with an increase in multiunit firing (35) . Although the findings in the early visual cortex are in line with our results in the sensorimotor system and support the inhibition hypothesis, these findings from IT are at odds with the inhibition hypothesis. Whether α-activity indeed plays a different functional role in IT remains to be seen. Buffalo et al. (37) recently reported different modulation of α-band SFC in superficial vs. deep laminar layers. Further research into the underlying neurophysiological mechanisms, taking the different cortical layers into account, is warranted.
Conclusion
By simultaneously recording LFPs and spikes in a monkey performing a somatosensory discrimination task, we demonstrated that a decrease of α-power across sensorimotor cortices correlated with better discrimination performance. Furthermore, we showed that the α-rhythm interacts with spike activity: firing rate goes up when α-power goes down. Importantly, the neuronal firing is strongly related to the phase of ongoing α-oscillations. Previously, α-power has been shown to play a functional role in Normalized firing rate is plotted on top (black line) (in arbitrary units, averaged over all sessions). Coherence in the α-band was strongest during baseline (t = -1-0 s) and the retention period (t = 0.5-3.5 s), whereas it dropped off during the stimulus (f1, t = 0-0.5 s; f2, t = 3.5-4 s) and decision periods (t = 4-7 s). Strong α-band coherence was accompanied by a low spike-firing rate.
sensory regions. Our findings suggest that the α-rhythm plays a similar role in motor and prefrontal regions and reflects a general mechanism for setting the state of cortical networks.
Methods
One monkey (Macaca mulatta) was trained to perform a somatosensory discrimination task in which it had to discriminate the difference in frequency between two mechanical vibrations delivered sequentially to the right hand (Fig. 1A) . Responses were made with the left hand. Both spikes and LFPs were recorded simultaneously from five locations in the somatosensory, premotor, and motor cortex (see ref. 38 for details) (Fig. 1B) . The animal was handled in accordance with the standards of the National Institutes of Health and the Society for Neuroscience.
Experimental Paradigm. Vibrotactile stimuli were delivered to one of the fingers of the right, restrained hand. Stimuli consisted of 500-ms pulse trains with frequencies of 10-34 Hz. Each of these pulses consisted of a single-cycle sinusoid lasting 20 ms. Stimulus amplitudes were adjusted to equal subjective intensity [i.e., lower amplitudes for higher frequencies (39)]. After presentation of the first stimulus (f1), a 3-s retention period was followed by the presentation of the second stimulus (f2). The monkey's task was to indicate whether f2 was of lower or higher frequency than f1 by means of a left-hand button press after a 3-s forced-delay period. The animal was rewarded for correct discrimination performance by a drop of liquid.
Data Acquisition. Here, we report data from 47 recording sessions during which both spikes and LFPs were obtained from up to 240 trials per session. Neuronal recordings were acquired with an array of seven independent, movable microelectrodes inserted in each of five areas simultaneously (38) . These areas included S1 (47 sessions), S2 (47 sessions), DPC (34 sessions), and MPC (33 sessions) in the hemisphere contralateral to the stimulated hand and MPC (13 sessions) and M1 (39 sessions) in the hemisphere contralateral to the response hand. Neurons from S1 and S2 were selected on the basis of cutaneous receptive field properties. Neurons of the frontal cortex were selected if they responded to any of the different components of the discrimination task. Cortical areas were identified on the basis of cortical landmarks. The neuronal signal of each microelectrode was sampled at 30 kHz, and spikes were sorted online. Simultaneously, the LFPs were obtained by using a 250-Hz low-pass filter and stored at 2 kHz for offline analysis. A more extensive description of the task and recording procedures can be found in previous publications (38, 39) .
Data Analysis. For data analysis we used custom-build Matlab code and the FieldTrip toolbox (45) . The data were down-sampled offline to a sampling frequency of 1 kHz. For each recording session, all trials were first cleaned from artifacts. A band-stop filter was applied to remove line noise (60 Hz and harmonics) caused by the power net. To remove further recording artifacts, the data were rereferenced per cortical region: for each recording site (within each session), the average signal from electrodes in that same region was subtracted per time point. Trials containing the remaining artifacts (e.g., due to movement or electronic interference) were removed on the basis of visual inspection of the data.
Spectral Analysis. Power spectra (2-36 Hz) were computed using a fast Fourier transform approach. Trials were segmented into 1-s epochs and multiplied with a Hanning taper to improve the spectral estimation. Furthermore, to inspect the time course of the frequency effects, we computed the TFRs of power using an adaptive sliding-time window of five cycles in length (Δt = 5/f) multiplied with a Hanning taper. Per condition of interest, the power was averaged over trials within each recording session. TFRs were normalized by a relative baseline correction (t = −1 -−0.5 s) and then averaged over electrodes within the same region (per session). This procedure gives average power spectra per region for each session, which were used in the statistical analysis. Subsequently, a grand average was computed over recording sessions (per region) for visualization purposes.
SFC was calculated using the time-resolved spectra S x (f) and S y (f) of the fields and spikes, respectively, and their cross spectrum S yx (f). The spike signal was represented as the firing rate per 1-ms bins, and spectra were calculated in the same way as for the LFPs. SFC is given by the following equation:
C yx ðfÞ ¼ jS yx ðfÞ=√ À S x ðfÞS y ðfÞ Á and ranges between 0, which indicates no phase relationship, and 1, which indicates that the two signals are fully coherent (46) . In addition, to establish the relation between the phase of the α-cycle and the firing rate, we band-pass filtered (8-14 Hz) the time domain data and, for each trial, cut out the α-cycles (on the basis of zero crossings) from the retention and decision delays. Each single α-cycle was divided into six equallength phase bins, and for each bin the number of spikes was counted. Doing this for each of the α-cycle segments, for all trials and recording sites, allowed us to assess whether there was a systematic modulation of firing rate during the α-phase. Per region, we applied a one-way ANOVA to test whether there were significant differences in normalized firing rate between the different α-phase bins.
In the spectral analysis, the following numbers of unique LFP recording sites were included: S1, 258 sites; S2, 252 sites; DPC, 151 sites; MPC-left, 133 sites; MPC-right, 71 sites; and M1, 132 sites. In addition, for the SFC analysis, the following numbers of single-unit spike recordings were included: S1, 129 units; S2, 308 units; DPC, 115 units; MPC-left, 137 units; MPC-right, 127 units; and M1, 246 units. The following numbers of individual recording sites for which data for both LFP and spike activity were available were included in the α-power/phase to firing rate analysis: S1, 93 sites; S2, 170 sites; DPC, 61 sites; MPC-left, 79 sites; MPC-right, 53 sites; and M1, 103 sites.
Statistical Analysis. To establish whether the differences in power (as observed in the TFRs) between two conditions (i.e., correct vs. incorrect trials, task vs. baseline activation) were significantly different from 0, a cluster-based nonparametric randomization test was applied within sessions (47) . By clustering neighboring samples (i.e., time-frequency points) that show the same effect, this test deals with the multiple comparisons problem while taking into account the dependency of the data. For each sample, a dependent-sample t-value was computed. All samples were selected for which this t-value exceeded an a priori threshold (uncorrected P < 0.05), and these were subsequently clustered on the basis of temporal-spectral adjacency. The sum of the t values within a cluster was used as the cluster-level statistic. The cluster with the maximum sum was subsequently used as a test statistic. This was done within sessions and separately per region. By randomizing the data across the two conditions and recalculating the test statistic 1,000 times, we obtained a reference distribution of maximum cluster t values to evaluate the statistic of the actual data. A similar approach was applied to compare the observed SFC with a shuffled SFC estimate. Fig. S2 . Firing in relation to the α-cycle. For each recording site, α-cycles were extracted from the data (retention and decision-delay periods) and divided into six phase bins. For each bin, the normalized firing rate was computed (relative to the average firing rate during that particular cycle). Firing rate was highest at the α-trough and lowest at the α-peak (one-way ANOVA, P < 0.001, in each of the regions). DPC, dorsal premotor cortex; M1, primary motor cortex; MPC, medial premotor cortex; S1, primary somatosensory cortex; S2, secondary somatosensory cortex. For each of the regions, a one-way ANOVA was performed, which tested the effect of α-power level on both discrimination rate and firing rate. Post hoc comparisons using the Games-Howell procedure (which controls for multiple comparisons with unequal population variances) revealed the significantly differing α-bins (corrected P < 0.05). All reported relations are negative (i.e., increasing α, decreasing discrimination/firing rate) except for S1 α-power that showed a poitive effect on firing rate (denoted by an asterisk).
